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ACHIEVING THE Impossible
Results vary with number of grafts and extent of hair loss. Learn more an make an apointment for a free consultation:

By Sanusi Umar, M.D.
ing factor that has
a strong hold on
our sense of self.
And although we
may not be constantly thinking
of it, appearance
plays more of a
role in your everyday life than
Something like you expect.
the early onset
of hair loss can One aspect of
be a debilitat- your outwards
ing factor for appearance can
not only your literally create
appearance, but a whole
new
your confidence, identity for you.
love life and ca- In fact, when
reer.
you make an
improvement
In recent years, in your appearadvancements in ance,
studies
boy hair trans- have shown this
plant have al- greatly affects
lowed for the your
overall
restoration
of quality of life.
severely
bald
men.
For
people
faced with an
When you de- early onset of
scribe yourself balding,
their
to others... what entire
world
do you usually can literally be
say first? Your turned
upside
height, age, eye down. Their escolor, hair color? tablished identity
growing
Our physical ap- up and through
pearance is our early adulthood
primary identify- probably includ-

ed a full head of
hair... and as this
recedes they can
find themselves
left feeling unsure of their
new self. For
men faced with
early hair loss,
their
youthful
appearances are
stripped away
much
sooner
than expected.
And in many
cases men find
themselves with
severe baldness
in their early
twenties
and
thirties.
This
sudden onset of
hair loss rapidly
increases
the appearance
of aging, which
is
something
most men don’t
prepare for until later in their
lives.
For young people facing balding similar to
this patient, they
can
commonly....

https://dru.com/hair-surgery/

with you. And
now, with the popularity of social media, your physical
appearance is on
display in a way
In addition... for we have never had
those
surround- before, to the entire
ing you, including world.
friends and family,
your
appearance With social media
can greatly change in full bloom it betheir
interaction comes harder and
...find a decrease in
confidence -- which
in turn can affect
their relationships
and even career.

harder to conceal
your insecurities,
especially
since
others
can post
photos you may
not want showcasing your balding
head.
Luckily, with new
technology there is
now a way to turn
back the clock and
have your youthful

appearance
more!

once

Article continued
on page ...5.
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When You Think You Have All
The Answers, Life Changes The
Questions
By Tony Fahkry

An Open Heart And blindly believed the
A Soft-Mind.
answers he found at
the back of his maths
The Danish philoso- text book - and, ironipher Soren Kierkeg- cally, the answers
aard said: “Life can were correct.”
only be understood
backwards; but it Life is not something
must be lived for- we need to analyse,
wards.”
but experience with
all our senses.
He recognised that Scrutinising life is
while hindsight is bound to bring disidyllic, we
cannot appointment if you
live from this perspec- think you have it figtive since the future ured out.
is promised to no one.
She is the jealous
If you believe you wife you cheated on,
have
life figured who exposed your inout, it will assuredly fidelity and will go
change the rules when to great lengths to reyou least expect it.
mind you who has the
upper hand.
The late psychotherapist Anthony de Life is to be experiMello wrote in One enced with an open
Minute Wisdom of a heart and a soft-mind.
visitor who believed Author Peter Hollins
he had the answers to writes in The Science
life.
of Being Lucky:
To a visitor who
claimed he had no “When
someone
need to search for demonstrates a high
Truth because he level of openness,
found it in the beliefs they
are relaxed
of his religion, the about life and ready
Master said:
to experience new
circumstances.”
“There was once a
student who never The new circumbecame a mathema- stances he speaks of
tician because
he centre on accepting

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

life as it is, knowing
there is nothing to
control. We are merely renting space here
on earth and our time
is a fleeting moment
in the infinite span of
the universe.
This means we must
strive to live with humility instead of arrogance.
Life cares little how
successful you are,
how many social media followers you
have, how big your

mankind invented to
keep track of his progress. This does not
mean you should be
living an austere life,
but that you appreciate you are more than
the sum of your material possessions.

order in which life
functions.
It is not for us to
figure out, but to experience wholly, including the pain and
disappointments. I’m
not implying you
adopt a Fatalist perspective, yet accept
This is no more ap- your circumstances
parent than when you with little or no redie and cannot take sistance.
your worldly possessions with you. They This sentiment is no
remain behind and better depicted than
are recirculated for by authors Charlene
others to use.
Belitz
and Meg
Quick To Evaluate Lundstrom
in The
Life
Power of Flow:

bank statement is.
These are concepts There is an implicate Practical

Ways

to

Transform Your Life
with Meaningful Coincidence:
Article continued on
page 7 .
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ACHIEVING THE Impossible
Results vary with number of grafts and extent of hair loss. Learn more an make an apointment for a free consultation:
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By Sanusi Umar, M.D.

With advanced Body
Hair Transplant techniques and tools, you
can literally change
your entire appearance and sense of self
within a matter of
months. For example,
after receiving a BHT
treatment from a well
known dermatologist
in Los Angeles, a NW
7 patient was able to
recover full coverage
of his entire balding
area. The patient noted that the change was
so drastic, even his
close friends did not
immediately recognize him. Moreso, he
was stopped by TSA
airport security who
suspected him to be
carrying a fake passport due to the severity of the baldness in
his photo compared
to his full head in person. The appearance
of hair, especially in
a case like this, is so
extreme that it quite
literally changes people’s entire perception
of you. Old identification photos will no
longer suit this patient
as he now looks noth

ing like his previous
bald self. Utilizing
advanced FUE systems doctors are able
to successfully transplant hair from anywhere on your body
for a more natural and

full coverage look.
For the opportunity
of a whole new lease
on life, patients facing Norwood 7 severe
baldness can now receive a NW7 hair

restoration.
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Sanusi_
Umar,_M.D./1183578
Page55
Page
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What The World Needs Now Is
Givers & Healers
© Derek White January 2018

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/about
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When You Think You Have All
The Answers, Life Changes The
Questions
By Tony Fahkry

With “You just have
to let things be and
not do anything about
them. That is probably
the greatest discipline
in the world because
our whole thing is about
making it happen. The
point is to be present
and trust the process.”
Life should be lived
from the level of the
soul. Are you living according to your
highest aspirations and
abiding by your deepest
values?
There is no mystery to
solve in this life, other
than to experience each
moment openly and
truthfully. Remember:
your perception of life
is one perspective and
not the absolute truth.
Consider the following
Zen story, which shows
how our perceptions
limit our experience of
life:

To which Mazu asked,
“Where is it going?”
Baizhang said, “It is
flying away.”
Mazu
twisted
Baizhang’s nose and
said, “When did it ever
fly away?”
Baizhang
presumed
the duck flying away
from him was central
to his experience of it.
He related it to himself
(ego
identification),
instead of take into
account the duck was
flying over him to its
destination.
Life has its own agenda. I liken it to a game
of chess played online
against a computer
whereby every move is
calculated in advance.
Sometimes we are a
pawn in the game,
waiting for checkmate
and the end of our time
here.

Yet other times we
Zen master Baizhang have more power than
was walking with Mazu we realise.
and saw a wild duck fly Article continued on
by.
page..10.
Mazu said, “What is
that?” Baizhang rePage 7
plied, “A wild duck.”
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Everything Is
Pain
Connected, So
If One Thing
Is Out Of
Alignment,
It Could
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your and other
people’s lives better.

“The only thing that will give you
the results of your new year’s
resolution
IS TO HAVE A COMPLETELY
CHANGED MIND-SET
That you will achieve
it no matter what”
© Derek White January 2018.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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When You Think You Have All
The Answers, Life Changes The
Questions
By Tony Fahkry

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

We must become accustomed to allow life
to unfold as it does.
This means situations
will not go in our favour, yet it only looks
that way until the
pieces of the puzzle
have come together.
We soon realise life
is conspiring for us
not against us.

cal of ourselves.
We may think we
have life figured out,
but we’re merely creating the future based
on the past and presuming life will unfold accordingly.
Relinquish The Need
For Answers.

As you know, life can
However, many are change at the drop of
quick to evaluate life a hat.
as unfair with the
odds stacked against I lost my father to a
them in these mo- debilitating
illness
ments.
in a short time, and
years later I was treatWith respect to the ed for a life threatenreader: we really don’t ing illness myself.
know what we’re doing. We’re mostly I’ve come to embrace
making it up as we go the humility and fraalong albeit without a gility of life. Whilst I
roadmap, so failures, am a co-creator of my
setbacks and disap- experience, it is still a
pointments are bound game I cannot control
to arise.
- nor do I want that
power.
We should embrace
this and be less criti- We cannot control

when and how we
will die.
We cannot control
whether we become
sick.

suffering.

I often daydream of
an image etched into
my mind regarding
a surfer on a wave.
We cannot control I see the wave roll
who loves us or hates swiftly into the shoreus.
line while other times
it is less than optimal.
Dr. Mario Martinez
states in The Mind- However, the exciteBody Self: How Lon- ment of surfing is
gevity Is Culturally that you are exposed
Learned and the Caus- to varying waves that
es of Health Are In- help you become a
herited:
well-rounded surfer in
a range of conditions.
“Thus the faith is really in your creativity I
believe life functo navigate the future. tions
like rolling
Fate is surrender - waves because it exdestiny is opportuni- poses us to various
ty.”
conditions, some are
unwelcomed,
othHere’s an enlighten- ers exhilarating. Yet
ing perspective: we it serves our perneedn’t control life’s sonal evolution and
circumstances,
but we evolve instead of
allow them passage staying in our comfort
through us and em- zone.
brace the lessons they
bring, even pain and “There is a secret

that, once you know it
will cause you to find
those answers, apply
them, live them, and
achieve those results
you want. The secret
ingredient is
your
philosophy. The secret is to change the
way you think. Once
you do, then you will
take the steps you
need to take, to lead
you to the how-to’s
you need,” states author Jeff Olson in The
Slight Edge.

98 framework to a
Windows 10 version,
equipped with better
processing capabilities.
You begin to act in
accordance with your
core values and make
informed
choices
based on the truth of
your reality.

Therefore, as you
abide by the truth and
align with your core
being you are likely
to end up where you
need to be having
Our choices lay the made choices that are
foundations to create self empowering.
the future of tomorrow. To make better Article continued on
choices, pay atten- page...17.
tion to your personal
growth and upgrade
your level of awareness to experience life
fully.
To draw on a software analogy, you
shift from perceiving
life from a Windows
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Question? How Is It Possible
For Many Millions Of People
To Pay Off Their Mortgages
20+ Years Early?
Answer: Join The Wealth For The Workers’ Team For Free Then Use The
Leverage Of All The Working People Working Together Buying Their
E.Book Product Package To Help Each Other Pay Off Their Mortgages.

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealth-for-the-workers/
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How To Live Happily By Choosing A
Positive Outlook Over
Doom And Gloom

By James Nussbaumer

Ever heard someone
state, “That guy is so
terrific and always
smiling, but I can’t
seem to find happiness,” or have you
ever wondered why
you simply cannot be
as positive as you’d
like?
Continue reading to
discover how you can
opt to be happy.
Happiness through a
positive outlook is a
way of life you simply
“plain choose.” An individual might have
all the money in the
world, and still be not
able to obtain what it
is they really want,
and most of time experiencing doom and
gloom and remaining
by bearing in mind
unhappy.
the present moment,
An individual could and acknowledging
be surrounded by all the prospective it may
their friends and loved have.
ones, and still be lonesome. And, a person
might have to eat bugs
to survive, in a cold,
wet jail cell, perhaps,
and still more than
happy to consume
those bugs, and delighted to be alive.
Of course that’s a bit
extreme.

Being Happy With feel great if you
overspend, or overYourself.
indulge. But it will
Lots of people have make you feel betactually been employ- ter just by shopping
ing interior decorators around, and finding
as part of their strat- the best offer, comegy for feeling better, pletely fitting all your
as interior designers requirements.
have actually studied Happiness within.
colors, patterns, layouts, etc., and they use Once again, awarethese factors to create ness is the essential
a comfortable living to a being happy with
area, tailor-fit to your yourself and a joy
requirements.
filled life.

Getting into the routine of having positive outlook is simple.
The first step is learning to appreciate your
true blessings, seeing
the good or greater
significance of things.
We need to use our
senses to being more
conscious of our surBut I mean that this roundings, and accept Just keep in mind to
research your interior
individual gratefully them.
designer, and be fruaccepts his environresearch gal. The positive effect
ments, and has actu- Scientific
recommends that redesign brings,
ally discovered some study
great or higher sig- that colors can play a needn’t be boggled
nificance in it, making crucial role in one’s down by guilt from
the experience more state of minds. Light over-doing it.
green and orange The idea is to do things
pleasurable.
seem to make people that make you feel exIt’s your option!
This person opted to feel better, whereas cellent.
be happy with ex- red makes them feel
It won’t make you
actly what they had, more lost.

After you have ended
up being mindful of
yourself and surroundings, you can choose
to be delighted and
happy with a positive
outlook and appreciative.
Remember,
happiness is something you
choose.

So start right now
in this moment being conscious of how
great it is to be alive,
and enjoy the present
moment of each day.
Look at the potential it
has in store for you.
To being
life!

happy in

http://jamesnussb a u m e r. c o m / s e l f help-library/ Hi, I’m
James Nussbaumer,
I’d like to introduce
myself through my
thought
provoking
self-improvement and
inspirational books,
articles, and other
content which are reflections of A Course
in Miracles. I’m also
offering you a Free
version of my EVERYDAY MIRACLES
newsletter,
where
you’ll get updates on

my webinars, videos,
livestreams,
other
events and so much
more, helping everyday people live life
on their own terms.
This is for folks who
are interested in letting go of the past and
attaining Real Abundance, Purpose, and
Wellness in their lives.
http://jamesnussbaumer.com/my-blog/
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/James_Nussbaumer/2379033
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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Where Is Your Pathway
Taking You?
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/the-green-body-cleanse.html
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Please Get Behind A Great Cause

Please Get
Behind A
Great Cause

jured, abused and
surrendered animals,
and investigates over
58,000 complaints of
animal cruelty and
neglect. With less
Each year, the RSP- than 3% of the RSPCA cares for around CA’s funding received
127,000
stray, in- from governments.

The RSPCA relies
heavily on the wonderful support of the
community to continue to care for animals
in need.
Supporting
Happy
Tails is easy and
gives everyone the

chance to get tails in your workplace, RSPCA care for aniwagging!
school or community. mals, just like our heroes Beau, Hamish,
You can get involved Please go to http:// Teddy and Elsie.
by purchasing mer- www.rspca.org.au/
chandise or by join- happy-tails-day/
ing our team of individual fundraisers To donate. Funds
selling Happy Tails raised will help the

http://www.rspca.org.au/happy-tails-day/
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
Page 16
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When You Think You Have All
The Answers, Life Changes The
Questions
By Tony Fahkry

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

work the more I live. Learn and Grow by
I rejoice in life for its empowering you with
own sake.”
personal development
resources.
Sometimes we need
help to move us in the Learn and Grow at
direction of our goals, the leisure of your
dreams and highest own time whether at
aspirations.
home, on the bus or
waiting for your faSelf-Improve- vourite coffee. The
Life is not to be un- “I want to be thor- The
derstood but experi- oughly used up when ment Academy pro- lessons are short, yet
enced entirely, replete I die, for the harder I vides The Power to packed with detailed
Article
continued with good and bad
from page 10.
moments for that is
the essence of the huIf you wish to make man condition.
sense of life in your
final hours, relinquish I leave you by drawthe need for answers ing on the words of
while
living from George Bernard Shaw
your current position. who said:

wisdom to accelerate
your success.
https://self-improvem e n t - a c a d e m y.
thinkific.com/
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
c o m / e x p e r t / To n y _
Fahkry/837610
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Save Yourself One
Hundred Grand!!!!
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For Only AU$37.00!! Go To

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/our-shop/
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Gratitude: Attract What You Desire
By Dr. Barbara Gulbranson

A How many times
have you heard someone say, “There is always something to be
grateful for.” You can
be in the midst of a
serious challenge and
some chipper person
says this to you.

back to Source. When
you give love back to
your Source, you are
in the flow of Divine
love. A heart filled
with thanksgiving is
one that overflows
with love and blessings. That’s why we
feel so good when we
You might even feel express gratitude.
a bit annoyed at
that statement when Gratitude is, by far,
things aren’t looking one of the most powso bright in your life. erful keys to spiritual
However, I must tell progress and transyou that this statement formation. It is a creis absolutely, undeni- ative force in the uniably true. There IS al- verse. It’s so powerful
ways something to be that it is the fourth
grateful for.
step in Spiritual Mind
Treatment or Positive
This really hit home Prayer.
when I was having a
challenge in my life. You see, when you
Specifically, I was pray, the answer to
spending several days your prayer is already
and nights in the hos- done in the Mind of
pital with a loved one. God - even before
you see it in your exAfter a few days of perience. This gratebeing in the intensive ful acceptance of the
care unit, I stepped answer to prayer is
outside to get some- faith in full form and
thing from my car.
it propels your prayer
into manifestation of
When I stepped out your desires.
into the parking lot
on that warm October This is precisely how
day, I automatically we attract more of
said in my head, “I’m what we want with
grateful for the sun on gratitude. Plato knew
my face.” Aha. I got this when he said,
it then. There really is “A grateful mind is
something to be grate- a great mind which
ful for no matter what eventually
attracts
circumstance you are great things.”
in.
The Secret of AtWhat, then, is this tracting What You
powerful thing called Want.
gratitude? It is simply this: Giving love So here it is quite

simply. I will give you
the secret for attracting more of what you
want right now. It’s in
two parts.
The secret for attracting your desires is to
be grateful for what
you want before seeing it in form. That’s
the first part. The second part is to give love
back to your Creator
daily in the form of
gratitude. Of course,
you must practice this
gratitude with all your
heart and really mean
it.
Here are some ways
to incorporate more
gratitude into your
life:
> Say prayers of
thanks daily without
asking for anything
in return. Just radiate
the love of gratitude to
God and the angels.
> Expand your gratitude to the beauty of
nature that surrounds
you.
When
gazing upon a beautiful
flower, mountain or
star say, “Thank you
for showing me your
beauty today.”
> Give thanks for the
blessings in your life
when you pray. If, for
example, you are praying for a new house, be
grateful for the house
you already have to
open up the channels
for demonstration.

> Do a
gratitude
check every night before bed. Ask yourself,
“What touched my
heart today?” “Who
or what inspired me
today?” “What made
me smile today?”
“What’s
the best
thing that happened
today?”
Transforming
Ungrateful Thoughts.

of gratefulness not
just once a year during Thanksgiving, but
all year round. See
how you can attract
more of what you deChanging the un- sire with this simple
grateful thought to a but powerful spiritual
grateful one such as, practice.
“My friend is always
there for me when I Article Source: http://
need her,” “I can al- EzineArticles.com/
ways count on her for expert/Dr._Barbara_
support,” “I’m blessed Gulbranson/281422
to have her in my
life,” transforms the
energy into love and
diffuses any negative
feelings.
Expand Feelings of
Gratefulness.
ly to me one day and
I was hurt. My reaction was, “How can
she treat me this way,”
“This is uncalled-for.”

What happens when
you have an ungrateful thought? Simply
transform it into a
grateful one. Sound
hard to do? It’s not.
I encourage you to
welcome
gratitude
For example, a friend into your heart and
of mine spoke harsh- expand your feelings
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6 Things Your Grandmother Told
You About Happiness - Does
Science Agree?
By Ashish Sangle

Happiness Lies in
Random Acts of
Kindness.
In a recent study, participants were divided
into three groups. One
carried out five ‘random acts of kindness’
in a single day, the
second spread them
out over a week and a
third served as a control.

relating to, characterized by, or considered
in terms of pleasant
(or unpleasant) sensations.)

After repeating this
for six weeks, it was
seen that the first
group
experienced
the most significant
increase in happiness.
“Kindness can jumpstart a whole cascade
of positive social
consequences,” they
observed. “Helping
others leads people to
like you, to appreciate you [and] to offer
gratitude.

Happiness
Comes
When You Least Expect it.

Happiness is a Journey.
Our mind’s ability
to absorb and adjust
to both positive and
negative
changes
means that no emotion, however strong,
lasts forever. We soon
return to our original
baseline of happiness,
regardless of winning
the lottery or meeting
with a serious car accident.
Our inability to hang
on to happiness puts
us on what is known
as a “hedonic treadmill”.
(Hedonic defined: its
an adjective technical
adjective: hedonic

We’re always seeking
out short term mood
boosts, which means
that happiness is not
a goal but a series of
joyful moments that
run through our lives.

Studies show that
those who consciously
make an effort to seek
out happiness in their
lives actually report
lower levels of happiThis
ness and satisfaction. friendliness.
in turn makes them
On a related note, more flexible, creathose who are more tive and better able to
optimistic in life do solve problems.
report greater levels of self esteem and These small bursts of
lower levels of de- good feelings can
pression, loneliness over time result in
and stress, but their making people smartoptimism also drives er, more productive
them to take greater and more accurate.
risks, which makes They even conductthem less likely to ed a study on radiquit smoking and ologists and found
more likely to have an that after receiving
unwanted pregnancy. a small present, they
made more accurate
Sharing Happiness diagnoses!
Creates More Happiness in the World. More Choices Don’t
Always Mean More
Alice Isen, PhD, of Happiness - AppreCornell’s Art College, ciate What You Alfound that the small- ready Have.
est gestures - a free
sample, loose change Although it’s widely
on the sidewalk or an accepted that freeunexpected gift - can dom of choice gives
cause people to ex- us the agency to experience a thrill that press ourselves and
drives them to show create lives that will
more generosity and make us happy, this

may just be another
myth propagated by
capitalism. A study
conducted on the topic showed that greater
the degree of choice,
the more miserable
the individual.
Too
many choices
actually cause us to be
overwhelmed, leading
to an inability to actually make a choice
- in other words: not
free at all. With every
new option provided, we find our own
choice less satisfactory. Once you’ve
checked out all the options, you are likely
to eventually question and even regret
the choice you actually make.
Money Can’t Buy
Happiness.
While money definitely buys a lot,
wealthy people are

dealing with parental
anxiety, fears of isolation and self-esteem
crises just as much as
any of us.

to overcome this and
make decisions.
What does this mean
for us? It appears that
the easiest and most
effective
ways to
bring joy and happiness into our lives is
by appreciating what
we have and sharing
that joy with others
in whatever way we
can.

Robert Kenny, a developmental
psychologist and senior
advisor at the Center
on Wealth and Philanthropy at Boston
College, is delving
into the aspiration, dilemmas and personal
philosophies of peo- Instead of dedicating
ple worth $25 million our lives to the pursuit
or more.
of happiness, stop,
take a breath, and reThe results show that alise that it’s already
with complete free- all around us.
dom to do whatever Article Source: http://
they want, they’re EzineArticles.com/
wracked by concerns expert/Ashish_Sanon how best to spend gle/2377806
their time. They can
build anything they
want, buy anything
they want, eat anything they want so which do they
choose? It can take
quite a lot of work
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It’s hard for shy
cats to stand out in
the crowd, but they
make wonderfully
undemanding companions. Shy cats
truly appreciate the
luxury of a quieter
home, and a cosy spot
to curl up in. And a
little time, patience
and love goes such a
long way.

their more affection- efits - lower levels
ate side once they’ve of stress and anxisettled in.
ety, reduced risk of
heart disease, lower
What sort of homes blood pressure, imare needed?
proved mood, and
help with loneliness
• Quiet, calm envi- and depression. Not
ronment.
to mention the incredible feeling that
• Lots of patience comes from knowand understanding. It ing you’ve saved a
can take longer for a life.
shy cat to settle into a
new home.
Help a shy cat, save
a life, support your
To become a carer local cat rescue, and
for a shy cat, it costs enjoy all the positive
just $25. These cats health benefits of pet
are desexed, vacci- companionship!
nated, wormed and
flea treated, with To find a shy cat that
the $25 program fee needs your help, get
going direct to the in touch with Caren
rescue group to help at shycats@petrescover their vet bills. cue.org.au.

Shy cats tend to stay
in rescue care for a
long time, which puts
pressure on resources, and limits how
many other incoming
cats and kittens can
be saved. That’s why
we’re looking for
senior citizens who
are willing to offer
long-term or permanent care to shy cats
in need.
And you can rest
assured that, should
If you’re a special your circumstances
kind
of
person ever change the cat
who’s
willing to will return to the
open your heart and care of the rescue
your home to a shy group.
cat, you’ll find it’s
such a rewarding Pet
companionexperience, as plen- ship has been linked
ty of shy cats show with so many ben-
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Do You Want To Create
Money On Demand?
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

• How to build a
million dollar web
business from scratch
even if you don’t
have a product, mail• The 16 ways to use ing list or idea.
webinars to finance
your entrepreneurial • How we took ranseminar atlifestyle,
allowing dom
you to focus on the tendees and helped
them generate $2,000
things you love.
- $22,000 in 90 minIn this book below
which you can buy
from Amazon you
will discover:

• The easiest and
fastest ways to get
other people to promote your products
and services online
so you don’t have to,
and why you’ll never
• Why you don’t have a lead generation
need to create a or traffic generation
product before it ac- problem.
Steven Essa spent 13
tually sells
years as a profession( but get paid first ).
utes or less.
• How to automate
your
entire sales
process so you have
more time to live
your dream life.

al musician before
pursuing his goal of
financial freedom by
tapping into the power of the web, setting
up and running automated webinar campaigns that generated
over $120,000 in just
90 minutes.

ly free ( from over
1/2 a million in debt )
by building a fully automated business that
leaves him time to do
whatever he wants.

He became financialOriginally
from
Greece, Corinna Essa
worked in the television industry before
she learned how to
leverage the internet to create her own
economy. She now
owns a seven figure digital marketing
agency, where 80% of
the sales come from
webinars.

Today Steven and
Corinna travel around
the world
sharing
their Money-On-Demand system with
thousands of people.
Their proven system
has been responsible
for generating $50
million + in sales for
clients and their own
businesses.

https://www.amazon.com/Money-DemandFastest-Becoming-Millionaire-ebook/dp/
B01N80UZ3E/ref=la_B01N3D2PS7_1_1?s=
books&ie=UTF8&qid=1500890714&sr=1-1
Only $11,97 Paperback
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Why Make It Hard On Yourself
Trying To Get To The Top?

Mortgage
Debts
Car Debts
Student
Debts
ETC...
And Instead Use
The Advice Of
Archimedes?

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

Wealth For The Workers Is Using Archimedes
Brilliance To Help Heal The World

Knowledge = Wealth

Go To: https://youtu.be/VF6tkFagf2o
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Learn The Secrets Of Success- Magnify Your
Thinking Patterns And Achieve Everything
You’ve Always Wanted
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701
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By Richard Brody

Today’s leaders face
numerous actual, as
well as potential challenges and obstacles.
While the environment is certainly challenging, it means we
certainly need more
well - trained, prepared, heroic leadership!

better! It’s never about
hoping to be popular,
but, rather, addressing
those priorities, needs,
goals and concerns, in
an evolutionary, can do, manner!

in a humane way!
One must be able to
use both his logical,
as well as emotional,
qualities and/ or characteristics, in a head/
heart balance.

Therefore, this article
will seek to address,
using the mnemonic
approach, how true
leaders, go beyond
the ordinary, or so called, norm, and become HEROES.

2. Empathy; energy: How can anyone
claim, to be leading,
until/ unless, he proceeds, prioritizing, on
emphasizing,
what
he listens to, and, not
only, recognizing and
understanding,
his
constituents perceptions, priorities, goals
and concerns, and
consistently, proceeding with the utmost
degree of genuine,
relevant empathy?

The question is, however, what is means
for someone, especially one serving as
a leader, to become a
hero.
1. Heal; humane;
head/ heart: Shouldn’t
Unlike those in war - a leader seek, consistzones, this is defined, ently, to heal, rather
not as putting oneself than being adversarial
in harms - way, but, and/ or polarizing?
rather, having the willingness, and ability, to True leaders focus,
go beyond the same - on bringing
those
old, same - old, meth- who have disagreeodologies, etc, and ments, together, for
proceeding, in a ready, the common good!
willing and able man- Constituents seek, and
ner, towards changing need
leaders, who
the group, in a mean- care deeply, are comingful manner, for the mitted, and proceed,

A true leader, not
only needs to be energetic, but must clearly demonstrate his energy, so as to motivate
others, to care more
deeply, and get more
involved!

3. Relevant. reliable;
realistic: It’s essential
to objectively consider, both the strengths
and weaknesses of
the organization, as
well as the needs and
concerns of the stakeholders, and strategically, proceed, in a relevant way, to address
these!
Constituents
desire, and need, reliable leadership!
4. Options; opportunities: Often, the main
difference between an
heroic, versus an ordinary leader, is the
willingness, to maintain an open - mind,
and consider various
options and alternatives! Ask yourself, if
you will be prepared
to recognize and consider
opportunities,
and take advantage,
of the most relevant
ones!
5. Excellence; emphasis:
Evaluating

someone’s emphasis,
often, is the clearest
indication, of whether,
they will be prepared
to lead, effectively!
Strive for excellence,
rather than settling for
good - enough!
6. Strengthen; sustainable system: What
will you do, every
day, to strengthen,
both your organization, and constituents?
You’ll never become
a meaningful, heroic
leader, until/ unless,
you look strategically,
create, develop and
implement, a relevant,
strengthening, sustainable system!

Richard has owned
businesses, been a
COO, CEO, Director
of Development, consultant, professionally
run events, consulted
to thousands of leaders, and conducted
personal development
seminars, for 4 decades. Rich has written
three books and thousands of articles.

His company, PLAN2LEAD, LLC has an
informative website:
http://plan2lead.net
and LIKE the Facebook page for leadership: http://facebook.
com/Plan2lead
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
Do you want to be, expert/Richard_Brothe special type of dy/492539
leader, who is, both,
relevant and heroic?
If so, focus on some of
these concepts, so you
become, one of those
rare leaders, who become true HEROES!
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